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Following the tragic events in at the Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh,
our Religious School collected tzedakah for the UJA Pittsburgh Solidarity
Fund to support the Jewish community in Pittsburgh during their time of
need. They wrote to thank our students and families for our support and
generosity:
On behalf of UJA, I’m writing to express our deep
gratitude for the thoughtful gift we received from the
religious school students at Congregation Emanu-El. How
touching that they wanted to “respond to hate with love”
by donating to UJA’s Pittsburgh Solidarity Fund. Your
students’ generosity is a demonstration of how we stand
together in times of crisis, and the funds they collected
will provide direct support for the Pittsburgh families
affected by the act of terror.
Please pass along our sincere thanks to your students and
their families. May they continue to go from strength to
strength in their learning and communal involvement.
Best,
Nessa Liben
Director, Community Outreach and Engagement
UJA-Federation of New York
!
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My Religious School Journey
By Gordon Beckler
!

My experience at Temple Emanu-El Religious School began in 2011

when I was in Kindergarten and accompanied my family every Sunday
morning from our home in Westchester to take my older brother to Religious
School classes when he was in the Third Grade. In 2014, I was in the Third
Grade and embarked on my own personal journey through Religious School.
I was quickly welcomed into the Religious School community by
classmates and teachers. In the Third Grade, my history teacher was Megan,
and my Hebrew teacher was Ms. French. In history sessions, we learned
about the Jews’ journey out of Egypt, led by Moses, his brother Aaron, and
their sister Miriam. In Hebrew sessions, Ms. French introduced me to the
language, and my class completed many Hebrew homework assignments.
During Religious School days, we also had tefilah which means “prayer.”
Finally, we were assigned to tribes which, at that time, were the Sarahites,
Noahites, Joshuaites, and the Estherhites. Like my brother, I was assigned to
the Sarahites in a process that was similar to the sorting hat process in the
Harry Potter books.
In the Fourth Grade, our Religious School classes continued to have
the same format: my class would learn history and Hebrew, attend tefilah,
and meet with tribes. In history class, Rina taught us about the Jewish
people’s matriarchs and patriarchs. For example, we learned about what
happened to Moses after he parted the Red Sea and led the Jews out of
Egypt. The Ten Commandments also were discussed in Fourth Grade history
class. My class also learned about Isaac, Jacob, and Esau. In Hebrew, Emily
was my teacher. She started to teach us not just how to pronounce Hebrew
words but also what they meant. For instance, “tov” means “good.” In Fourth
Grade, I also joined the Student Council which decided which organizations
would receive the Tzedakah that was collected weekly and was responsible
!
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for creating the Religious School newspaper. My contributions to the
newspaper that year included two mazes that I created on my own.
When I was in the Fifth Grade, my Hebrew teacher was Neta, and my
History teacher was Yaela. In Hebrew, we reviewed pronunciation and also
learned how to describe holidays. In History, we learned about Jews in
Babylonia, Ancient Greece, and other empires around that time period. For
the Religious School newspaper, I wrote an article about Jewish celebrities.
That year, my classmates and I had to set an example for the younger
members of our tribes as we were the oldest and senior students.
In the Sixth Grade, I was no longer in tribes but continued to have
history, Hebrew, and tefilah. Instead of following the usual blessings and
prayers in tefilah, Sixth-Graders organized our own tefilah service with no
more than three other people. In Hebrew, we began to learn how to say what
we do and were again taught by Neta. We did have homework and had an
incentive to do the homework, though many of my classmates did not do their
homework anyway! (The incentive was a year-end Ice Cream Party if our
class submitted a total of 40 combined homework assignments.) Some of my
classmates were taught by another teacher named Ben. In History, we were
taught by Mr. Mark Willner. In the first half of the year, we learned about
the Holocaust, perhaps the darkest period in Jewish history. In the second
half of the year, we learned about the State of Israel and everything from the
nation’s medical and economic accomplishments to the their geography and
diversity. Throughout the year in history, we completed weekly homework
assignments and discussed current events. I found the reading and class
discussions to be thought-provoking. I also joined the Hebrew Club that year.
I also learned that the Noahites and the Estherhites were combined to
become the Ruthites.
Finally, I am now in the Seventh Grade which is called Mitzvah Corps.
We occasionally have tefilah where we could choose to either do what we did
as Sixth-Graders or help to establish fair rules in Mitzvah Corps classes.
!
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In Mitzvah Corps, we have many units and activities, including Guarding the
Earth, Feeding the Hungry, Honoring the Elderly, Respect for All Human
Life, Empowering Underprivileged Youth, Visiting the Sick, Caring for
Animals, and Welcoming the Stranger. We have three sessions per unit that
consist of learning, action, and reflection. In learning, we discuss what the
individual unit. In the action session – which, in my opinion, is the most
interesting session – we perform mitzvot for the community, such as
packaging food, playing bingo with the elderly, and hosting a breakfast for
the sick, along with other mitzvot. Finally, in the reflection session, we
debrief on our meetings and activities and discuss the unit further.
Earlier this year, I celebrated becoming a Bar Mitzvah and thought a
lot about the impact of Religious School classes and activities on me and my
life. I received a strong religious education, made friends, and embraced my
responsibilities as a member of the Student Council and school community.
My personal journey through Religious School may continue with joining the
A-TEEM as a high-school student in the future, and my family and I will
continue to enjoy being a part of the greater Temple Emanu-El community.

!
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Mitzvah Buds
Submitted by Lindsey Schlosser

!
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by Chloé Starr
This!is!the!true!and!incredible!story!of!my!grandfather,!Jack.!!He!was!born!in!Russia!on!Oct.!26,!1920,!three!
years!after!the!Russian!Revolution!began.!!His!parents!had!immigrated!there!after!being!expelled!from!Poland!
for!being!Jewish.!!
!
Once!settled!in!ToulaFRussia,!a!city!2½!hours!south!of!Moscow,!my!greatFgrandmother!gave!birth!to!a!girl,!Eva,!
in!1916!and!in!1920!my!grandfather,!Jack,!was!born.!A!few!years!after!immigrating!my!grandfather’s!parents!
had!realized!they!made!a!big!mistake!by!going!to!Russia!so!as!soon!as!they!could,!they!all!left.!!In!1923,!the!
entire!family!(father,!mother,!sister!and!son)!emigrated!from!Russia!to!Paris,!France.!!They!chose!France!since!
it!was!the!only!country!that!had!open!immigration!at!the!time.!!During!the!long!journey!by!train!across!all!of!
Europe!to!France,!my!greatFgrandfather!died!of!pneumonia,!he!was!32!yrs!old.!!The!family!had!no!choice!but!
to!continue!on.!!Once!they!arrived!in!Paris!my!greatFgrandmother,!a!young!widow!at!27,!had!to!find!an!
apartment!and!raise!two!small!children,!without!any!money,!no!family,!no!friends!and!no!knowledge!of!the!
French!language.!!
!
Early&1930’s:!While!growing!up!in!Paris,!my!grandfather!played!for!the!Maccabi!Soccer!League,!a!Jewish!Sports!
organization!which!exists!to!this!day.!He!often!appeared!in!the!local!newspapers!since!he!would!score!often!
during!games.!!He!was!so!athletic!that!he!was!recruited!by!the!deRothschild!family!to!become!a!jockey!for!
racehorses!but!his!mother!would!not!give!her!authorization!since!it’s!a!very!dangerous!sport.!So!at!13!years!
old!my!grandfather!completed!his!school!studies!(once!he!mastered!reading,!writing!and!math)!and!became!
an!unpaid!apprentice!to!a!jeweler.!Every!day!he!would!sit!next!to!this!jewelerFartisan!for!5!hours!and!just!
watch!him!make!jewelry.!!He!would!explain!what!he!was!doing!and!my!grandfather!tried!to!absorb!everything.!
He!did!this!every!day!for!5!years!until!he!was!18!years!old!and!was!able!to!get!a!job!on!his!own!as!a!jeweler;!
finally!earning!some!money!so!he!could!help!his!mother!financially.!
!
1939:!As!the!Nazis!were!beginning!to!invade!Europe,!the!French!government!required!that!all!foreignFborn!
Jews!of!military!age!living!in!France!register!at!their!local!commissariat,!which!my!grandfather!did.!He!received!
the!yellow!cloth!Star!of!David!which!he!was!supposed!to!wear!on!his!clothing,!but!he!never!did!since!he!had!a!
premonition!that!they!would!eventually!round!up!all!the!Jews!for!illFconceived!actions.!!They!knew!that!war!
was!imminent!and!they!were!going!to!send!the!foreigners!to!the!army!first,!especially!the!young!men!(my!
grandfather!was!19!at!the!time)!so!he!enlisted!and!was!placed!in!the!French!Foreign!Legion!(a!division!of!the!
French!Army)!where!he!served!for!approximately!6!months.!!He!was!given!an!old!uniform!dating!back!to!WWI!
and!part!of!the!uniform!consisted!of!a!belt!which!carried!their!antiquated!rifle!(also!dating!back!to!WWI)!with!
5!bullets!and!a!small!piece!of!chocolate.!I!guess!the!chocolate!was!supposed!to!make!them!happy.!
1940.41:!While!my!grandfather!was!at!the!training!camp!in!Canton,!southwest!France,!the!Nazis!surrounded!
their!camp!and!they!were!forced!to!surrender.!!They!began!registering!the!names!of!all!the!French!soldiers.!!
My!grandfather!had!to!show!his!identification!papers!and!since!it!was!indicated!that!he!was!born!in!Russia,!
!
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they!let!him!go!home.!!At!this!point,!they!hadn’t!begun!to!round!up!the!Jews!yet,!they!wanted!to!first!get!a!
stronghold!of!France.!
!
1942:!Once!he!returned!to!Paris,!the!Jews!(men!only!at!this!point)!were!beginning!to!be!rounded!up!and!
deported!to!work/concentration!camps.!So!at!this!point!my!grandfather!decided!to!leave!Paris!and!make!his!
way!toward!the!south!of!France,!where!the!Nazis!had!not!yet!taken!over.!Prior!to!his!leaving!Paris,!his!mother!
had!sewed!a!pocket!in!his!underwear!and!gave!him!all!the!money!she!had.!They!were!both!crying!
uncontrollably,!not!knowing!if!they!would!ever!see!each!other!again.!She!kept!begging!him!to!be!careful.!
!
My!greatFaunt!was!married!by!this!time!and!had!2!young!sons,!Léon!(3!yrs!old)!and!Simon!(1).!!My!grandfather!
left!Paris!as!soon!as!he!could!and!fled!toward!the!middle!of!France!to!the!Free!French!Zone!with!his!brotherF
inFlaw,!but!they!separated!soon!after!along!the!journey!since!they!both!agreed!there!would!be!a!greater!
likelihood!of!being!captured!if!they!stayed!together.!!
!
On!his!way!towards!the!south,!my!grandfather!was!stopped!by!the!French!police!(Gendarmes)!who!put!him!in!
jail!because!he!was!a!Jew!from!the!occupied!zone!(Paris).!!He!was!in!jail!for!1!month!and!finally!the!jail!guard!
decided!to!release!him.!!My!grandfather!initially!refused!to!go!because!he!thought!that!he!would!be!shot!in!
the!back!(he!actually!told!him!this)!but!the!guard!told!him!it’s!a!chance!he!takes!because!if!he!stayed!in!the!jail!
the!Nazis!would!eventually!come!for!him!and!deport!him!to!the!concentration!camps.!!So!he!took!his!chances,!
he!left!and!survived.!He!then!took!a!train!to!Limoges,!and!continued!on!to!Lyon!(a!city!still!in!the!FreeFFrench!
Zone),!where!he!stayed!for!1!year!and!had!found!a!job!in!his!profession,!as!a!jeweler.!!!
!
Meanwhile,!the!Nazis!now!occupying!the!northern!half!of!France!began!rounding!up,!with!the!help!of!the!
French!police,!all!the!Parisian!Jewish!women,!children!and!whatever!men!remained.!These!Jews!were!sent!to!
the!Vélodrôme!d’Hiver!(known!as!Vel!d’Hiv),!see!description!below.!!
!
From%Wikipedia:%
The%Vel'%d'Hiv%Roundup%was%a%Nazi<directed%raid%and%mass%arrest%of%Jews%in%Paris%by%the%French%police,%code%named%
Opération%Vent%printanier%("Operation%Spring%Breeze"),%on%16%and%17%July%1942.%The%name%"Vel'%d'Hiv%Roundup"%is%derived%
from%the%nickname%of%the%Vélodrome%d'hiver%("Winter%Velodrome"),%a%bicycle%velodrome%and%stadium%where%a%majority%of%
the%victims%were%temporarily%confined.%The%roundup,%assisted%by%French%Police,%was%one%of%several%aimed%at%eradicating%
the%Jewish%population%in%France,%both%in%the%occupied%zone%and%in%the%free%zone.%According%to%records%of%the%Préfecture%de%
Police,%13,152%Jews%were%arrested,%including%more%than%4,000%children.%They%were%held%at%the%Vélodrome%d'hiver%in%
extremely%crowded%conditions,%almost%without%food%and%water%and%with%no%sanitary%facilities,%then%shipped%in%rail%cattle%
cars%to%Auschwitz%for%their%mass%murder.%

!
After!several!days!of!being!held!at!the!Vél!d’Hiv,!my!greatFaunt,!Eva,!sent!a!letter!to!their!mother’s!neighbor!to!
say!that!her!young!son,!Simon!(1!yr.!old)!had!become!sick!and!was!sent!to!a!local!clinic,!and!that!my!grandF
mother!should!go!get!him.!My!grandmother!didn’t!read!French,!this!is!why!the!letter!was!sent!to!the!neighbor!
who!could!read!it!to!her.!Well!she!did!go!to!the!clinic,!found!her!grandson!Simon,!put!him!under!her!coat,!and!
walked!out!with!him.!She!saved!his!life.!
!
!
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This!all!happened!while!my!grandfather!was!trying!to!save!his!own!life.!Back!in!Lyon,!he!realized!the!only!way!
he!could!survive!was!to!get!a!fake!identification!with!a!Christian!name.!!So!he!went!to!the!local!town!hall,!
looked!up!a!registry!of!recently!deceased!young!men!and!more!specifically,!tried!to!find!someone!who!fit!his!
physical!description.!He!found!the!name!of!someone!who!was!17!years!old!(my!grandfather!was!22!at!this!
point)!and!he!took!his!name,!Marcel!Brun.!!He!forged!papers!to!resemble!exactly!the!official!identification!of!
France!and!he!put!his!photo!on!it.!He!then!carved!out!a!wine!cork,!dipped!it!in!red!wine!and!stamped!his!new!
identification!paper!so!that!it!looked!official.!
!
While!residing!in!Lyon,!my!grandfather!played!with!the!semiFpro!soccer!team!there.!!They!knew!me!as!Marcel!
Brun,!his!fake!identity.!This!soccer!team!often!appeared!in!the!newspaper!with!the!names!of!the!players!that!
scored.!!His!name!was!mentioned!several!times!and!his!boss!at!the!time,!who!knew!he!was!Jewish,!warned!
him!that!the!Nazis!were!going!to!be!looking!for!him!soon!since!their!arrival!in!Lyon!was!imminent.!!So!he!
convinced!him!to!flee!Lyon!and!keep!traveling!south!where!the!Germans!hadn’t!yet!infiltrated.!
With!his!new!identification,!he!was!now!ready!to!leave!Lyon!and!head!even!further!south.!In!order!to!keep!
fleeing!towards!the!south!of!France,!he!ran!through!forests!so!no!one!would!see!him,!at!night!he!slept!with!
newspapers!in!his!coat!to!keep!warm!and!if!he!was!fortunate!enough!to!stumble!upon!a!farm,!he!would!steal!
some!eggs!and!eat!them!raw.!
!
1942.45:!From!Lyon,!he!went!to!the!city!of!Grasse,!in!the!south!of!France,!because!he!heard!that!many!
Parisians!were!there.!!With!his!fake!identification,!he!got!a!job!at!the!Beau!Rivage!Hotel!as!a!bellhop.!He!was!
constantly!living!in!fear!that!he!would!be!discovered!as!being!Jewish!and!ultimately!be!deported!and!killed.!!
The!Nazi!officers!soon!inhabited!this!same!hotel!where!he!worked!and!he!was!questioned!by!the!Gestapo!
routinely,!but!he!told!them!he!was!Christian,!he!showed!his!fake!identification,!and!they!left!him!alone.!Each!
time!they!questioned!him!they!put!their!hand!on!his!heart!to!see!if!it!would!beat!fast,!a!certain!indication!that!
he!was!lying.!!But!he!was!always!very!calm,!and!always!passed!their!test1.!
!
While!residing!at!the!hotel,!he!shared!a!room!with!another!employee!and!rode!a!bicycle!around!the!property!
to!deliver!messages!to!the!German!soldiers.!!
!
Summer&1945:!In!May!1945!the!American!ships!arrived!in!the!south!of!France!and!took!over!Grasse.!!He!ran!
down!to!the!shore!to!greet!them!and!tell!them!where!the!Nazis!were!residing.!
!
Fall&1945:!My!grandfather!returned!to!Paris!to!discover!that!his!sister!Eva!was!deported!to!Auschwitz!and!
killed!in!the!gas!chambers!along!with!her!3!year!old!son,!Léon.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
!In!the!1970’s!my!grandfather!was!working!as!a!jeweler!in!a!jewelry!exchange!in!Manhattan.!Each!time!a!piece!of!
jewelry!went!missing!every!employee!was!subjected!to!a!lieFdetector!test,!which!registers!your!heart!beat!to!see!if!
you’re!lying.!The!administrator!of!the!test!was!so!shocked!that!my!grandfather’s!heartbeat!always!registered!very!steady!
even!when!he!was!asked!to!lie.!He!said!he!had!never!seen!anyone!lie!and!yet!pass!the!lieFdetector!test.!My!grandfather!
told!him!that!if!he!was!able!to!pass!the!“test”!of!the!German!soldiers!putting!their!hand!on!his!heart!to!see!if!he!was!
lying!when!he!said!he!was!not!Jewish,!then!their!machine!does!not!intimidate!him.!

!
!
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1949:!My!grandfather!immigrated!to!the!United!States!and!started!his!life!over.!He!was!29.!My!grandfather!
died!in!2016!at!96!years!old.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

My&grandfather&at&3&years&old,&soon&after&he&
immigrated&to&France&

My&grandfather&at&11&years&old,&his&sister&was&
15years&old.&

!

My&grandfather&playing&soccer&for&the&French&Maccabi&team&in&Paris&

My&grandfather&and&his&sister,&1940.&She&was&pregnant.&
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!

My&grandfather&and&my&brother,&Harrison.&Both&at&11&years&old.

My&grandfather,&1996

My&grandfather&telling&me&a&funny&story,&2010

!
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Art by Lena Davidson
!
!
!
!
!
!
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BETTER CALL SAUL!!!
Learning about the daily work life of our Director of Lifelong Learning,
Saul Kaiserman
By: Allegra Godfrey and Zeva Kaiserman
What’s your favorite part of working
at Temple Emanu-El?
That’s tough!!! I think my favorite part is
hanging out with the kids especially outside
the classroom. I love getting to hear about
their lives, what they do over their vacations,
and what they’re excited about!
Describe your typical work day.
A typical work day involves a lot of sitting at
my desk and sending emails on my computer!
A LOT OF THEM! I meet with lots of people
including Rachel Brumberg, Jackie Schreiber, and Emma Kate Lindsey to talk
about things we have planned. After events, we often talk about what worked
and what we want to do better. I do a lot of playing guitar and ukulele, not
just for the Religious School but also for the Nursery School and then my day
always has surprises like checking out costumes for the Purim Schpiel or
choosing what kinds of treats we are going to have on the sleepover. There’s
always something unexpected every day - often something I’ve never done
before!
What do you do outside of Temple for fun?
I love riding a bicycle, I love travelling and going to new places and playing
guitar with friends. I love riding a bicycle with friends and playing a guitar all
at once! I really also like playing board games.
You’re famous for playing your red guitar. Do you play any other
instruments?
!
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Well, thank you for saying I’m famous – I’m flattered! I play the ukulele, the
recorder (which I was actually pretty good at!). I can play one note on the
oboe and pretty bad notes on the saxophone. AND, I know a couple of things
on the piano.
If you weren’t teaching at Religious School, what would you be
doing?
I would love to be working in children’s television – or something like that. It
would be really fun to work on an educational TV show for kids or educational
web series.

QUICKFIRE
Purim OR Passover?
Passover – that’s a tough one
Apples & honey OR Hamantaschens?
Hamantaschens!
Beatles or the Rolling Stones?
OH THATS THE TOUGHEST OF ALL. The Beatles!
Subway or Citibike?
Citibike!
Russ & Daughters or 2 nd Avenue Deli?
Very tough! I will go for 2nd Avenue Deli.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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My Great Grandfather Seymour Katson
By: Phoebe Right
Seymour, also known as Papa, was an orphan when he
was young because his mother died at an early age and his dad
was at work all day. When he was seven years old he sold
newspapers on a corner in Downtown Denver in order to make
some money. He had no money to begin with and worked really
hard to provide for his family. He volunteered to serve his
country in World War II and became a radio operator for the
war. After the war he started an all product company
named Katson Brothers with his brother Sydney. Later in life
he married Maxine Price and had three girls: the oldest my
grandmother Michele, Mindy, and Robyn. Now Katson
Brothers is run by my grandfather Richard Right, and when I
visit I sometimes help out.
!
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Getting to know A-TEEMer Hailey Schwartzberg
By Allegra Godfrey
Q: What is your role at Temple
Emanu-El?
A: I come before the Religious
School students arrive each
Sunday. I help deliver snacks, I
help do some filing in the office, I
will visit classrooms, and I will do
presentations to give to the other
students at the temple. All around,
I help the Religious School run!
Q: Why did you want to join the
A-TEEM?
A: I wanted to join because when I
was a Hebrew school student here, I thought it looked fun and it’s a
good opportunity to be a role model to the other students in the
Religious School.
Q: What’s your favorite thing to do on the A-TEEM?
A: My favorite thing is probably filing! A lot of people don’t like it but
I like to be very organized and I enjoy putting forms where they
belong. Plus it’s really fun!

!
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Q: What do you want to be when you grow up?
A: Not entirely sure yet, but I am really interested in science, so I
could see myself being some sort of scientist.
Q: How do you think being on the A-TEEM will help you as an
adult?
I think it’s already helping me work on my time management, making
sure that I’m responsible for everything I do here, and interacting
with faculty gives me a chance to understand what it is like to be in a
real workplace.
QUICKFIRE
Instagram or Facebook?
Instagram
Netflix or Hulu?
Netflix
Sufganyot or chocolate covered matzah?
Chocolate Matzah
Cantor Mo’s Oseh Shalom or Hallelujah?
Hallelujah
Prospect Park or Central Park?
Central Park

!
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Traditional vs. Sweet Potato Latkes
Reviewed by Matthew Brand, 5th Grade
Cooked by Rhea Brand, 2nd Grade.

Traditional Latke Ingredients:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2 Russet potatoes.
1 Small onion
Two eggs.
Bread crumbs, flour or matzo meal.
Vegetable oil to fill halfway up side of frying pan.
Salt. (Pepper is optional.)
Box grater.
Spider (no not that spider), to remove latkes from oil

Preparation for Russet Latke:
1. Peel the potatoes.
2. Grate the onions.
3. Mix into one bowl and add your two eggs and 3 handfuls of
breadcrumbs and it should be mixed until it develops into a
sticky paste.
4. Heat up a pan to medium-high heat and add your vegetable
oil and make sure to wait until it gets bubbly to transfer the
latke to the pan
5. Take a large spoon and put a flat spoonful of your paste into
the pan. The pieces should be 1-2 tablespoons.
6. When golden brown and crisp, flip to the other side and cook
another minute or two depending on the size of the latke and
how thick it is.
7. Remove from the oil and drain on paper towels and season
with salt.
8. Serve hot with traditional toppings such as applesauce and
sour cream.
!
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Sweet Potato Latkes with optional Goose Fat Ingredients.
1. Sweet Potatoes.
2. Goose Fat- rendered from a roast goose.
Every other ingredient is the same but sweet potatoes replace russet
potatoes. Goose fat replaces vegetable oil.
Preparation:
Same steps as before but you do the same actions with the russet
potatoes with the sweet potatoes. And when you cook it, the goose
fat is placed into the hot pan and it will melt. When bubbling, you
should add the sweet potato latke in.
Review:
Latkes are such a decadent, memorable treat. They are not just for
Chanukah, but for any time of year and for any Jewish family around
the world. We tried traditional potato latkes fried in vegetable oil and
compared them to sweet potato latkes fried in goose fat, a recipe
we’ve never tried. The traditional latkes had a lighter and crispier
texture. It tasted like love. The sweet potato latkes stuck to the pan
due to the goose fat and were heavier so they took longer to cook.
Our family ate the traditional latkes faster than the sweet potato
latkes. In conclusion, we will stick to the traditional latke recipe.

!
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Getting to Know Sarah Raykhtsaum
By: Phoebe Right
Phoebe: When did you start coming to
Emanu-El?
Sarah: This is my third year teaching here.
My first year, I taught sixth grade. Now I've
been teaching fifth grade for the past two
years.
Phoebe: What's your favorite part
about Temple Emanu-El?
Sarah: There are a lot of things I love about
Temple Emanu-El. In terms of the
Religious School, I love that the people I
work with are always willing to help each
other and are always doing creative things
in their classrooms. It’s inspiring to work
with people who are so passionate about Jewish education. Learning from my
students is one of my favorite things, too, because they all see the world
differently. When we have class discussions, I often walk away looking at
something differently than I had in the past because my students all have their
own unique insights on what it means to be Jewish.
Phoebe: Why is this place so big?
Sarah: Why is this place so big? [laughs] Because it’s one of the biggest
synagogues in the world. It’s definitely the largest temple in New York City. When
it started, it was a lot smaller and in a different building. Then it grew and grew
as the Jewish population in New York City grew. In addition to a place of
worship, it’s also a community space with classes for all ages, events, and even a
museum. Isn't is awesome that it’s so big?
Phoebe: What's your favorite Jewish movie?
Sarah: My favorite Jewish movie? Fiddler on the Roof. I also really love Funny
Girl, which I think you'd enjoy, too.

!
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Phoebe: What's your favorite Jewish TV show? I know mine – The
Goldbergs.
Sarah: Cool! The Goldbergs is actually a remake of an old show from the 50’s
about a Jewish family in New York City. My favorite Jewish TV show is
probably The Nanny.
Phoebe: What grade were you in when you started Hebrew School?
Sarah: I never went to Hebrew School because I went to a Jewish day school from
kindergarten to eighth grade. That's where I learned Hebrew. Then I continued
learning Hebrew in Hebrew School in high school. So I didn't go to Hebrew
School quite like this, but I taught Hebrew School before coming to Emanu-El
when I lived in Boston.
Phoebe: Did you learn anything else besides Hebrew at that school?
Sarah: Of course. We learned everything you learn in an ordinary school, except
in addition to that, we learned Hebrew, had tefillah, and had different classes
about Judaism and the Torah. The days are just a bit longer. My friends who went
to public school got out of school earlier than I did.
Phoebe: Why do you come on Sundays, not Mondays?
Sarah: Because during the week I teach 7th and 8th grade Social Studies at a
public school. I can't make it in time for the Monday classes here, so I come on
Sundays. And I love my Sunday students, as you know!
Phoebe: Why did you move to New York?
Sarah: I moved to New York for graduate school. I went to college in Boston.
Then I wanted to get my Master’s in Teaching because I knew I wanted to be a
teacher. I moved to New York City to do that at Columbia University in 2015. I've
been here ever since.

!
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Poetry By Sydney Wider
Israel
Boiling hot
Sweat
Dripping down my face
I see
Tall animals
Called camels
There is
A body of water
There are
No animals in the water
Just salt
All of the
Feelings
And places
Create Israel

!

Love That Mom
Love that mom
Like a blanket loves to
smother
I said I love that mom
Like a blanket loves to
smother
Love to call her in the
morning
Love to call her,
“Hey there, mother!”
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Vacation
Bikers
In a huddled group
Shiny pieces of glass
Are putting the
Spotlight
On me
The texture of the rock
Is smooth and rough
It is giving me a bit of a

Shock

The crunchy taste of a leaf
Would taste just like a piece of Seaweed
Yum,Yum,Yum
Clean air
Compared to the smell of Pollution and cigarettes
What A Vacation
(Well, a city vacation)

!
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Paul Heyman
By: Matthew Boova
Paul Heyman is a Jewish former wrestler and
is one of the greatest promoters in wrestling
history. He was the owner and creative mind
behind World Champion Wrestling (WCW).
He has been the manager for Brock Lesnar,
the current universal champion, twice from
2002/2003 and 2016 to the present day. Paul
Heyman has worked in the wrestling business
for over thirty years.
Paul Heyman is from Westchester County,
New York. He has two kids, a boy and a girl.
He is 56 years old and was born on
September 11, 1965. His parents are Richard
S. Heyman and Sulamita Heyman. His
grandmother died in the Holocaust.
He is also one of the most famous orators in professional wrestling
history. His signature catchphrase is, “My name is Paul Heyman and
my client is the reigning, defending, undisputed, universal champion
Brock Lesnar.” Other quotes of his are, “Why be second best at
anything” and “You cannot achieve success without the risk of
failure. And I learned a long time ago, you cannot achieve success if
you fear failure.”
Paul Heyman is a very inspiring person that you should consider
learning about because of his incredible work for the professional
wrestling business.

!
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Current Events for 2019
By Alan Rozumov
January 2019
The United States Government has been shutdown since December 2018
because President Donald Trump wanted money to build a wall at the Mexico
border. On January 25, President Trump signed a deal that ended the longest
government shutdown in US history. He did not get the money for a wall at the
border. In Los Angeles, a teacher strike starts. This strike lasted 4 days and
cost the city $125 million. During these 4 days, 32,000 did not go to work, and
it left 600,000 students with nothing to do.

February 2019
New England Patriots win the Super Bowl for the sixth time. In Denver the
teachers went on strike for three days to get better pay and more school
funding. Trump declares national Emergency at the southern border of
America. He is trying to get around Congress to build a wall there. The House of
Representatives then passed a bill rejecting this declaration of an emergency.

March 2019
A lot of people got caught by the Department of Justice cheating and bribing to
get into colleges. President Trump vetoes the House of Representatives Bill
declaring the problems at the Mexican border as not a national emergency.
Therefore, it is still a national emergency. Robert Mueller finished his report on
collusion between Trump and Russia. It will be edited before it is released.

April 2019
New York City declares a health emergency due to measles outbreaks in
unvaccinated people. The city wants people vaccinated or to be fined. The
edited Mueller Report was released. We will see what happens in the next few
months.
I got all this information from www.infoplease.com in the U.S. news section.!
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Photography by Jacob Buller
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Horror Films
By: Alan Rozumov
Horror movies are rated for many things on a scale of one through ten. They will be rated for
dialogue, gore, and the scares they gave people in the theater. The scariest movie is at a level one,
while 10 is the lamest scary movie.
Ever since movies were created people have loved to be scared. In 1922 the horror movie No’s Forte
was made about scary vampires and scared people’s socks off. Then in 1932 came Bella Lugosi’s
“Dracula.” Afterward, more movies came to be made such as King Kong, Werewolves, Frankenstein,
The Mummy, and last but not least The Creature from the Black Lagoon. The very scariest of movies
came later.
The very scariest of movies is the 2018 remake of Halloween. It is super scary when you watch it
alone and there is one other person in the theater. So this will be made number two in this rating.
People didn’t think the movie was good, but I liked it.
Now on to the next scary movie. The third scary movie would be the original Alien movie which is scifi and horror combined. Alien tells the tale of the spaceship Nostromo and the crew with the final
person called Ellen Ripley against an unknown organism called a xenomorph. It uses darkness as its
ally and stalks and kills its prey. I am rating this number three on the horror scale.
The fourth movie is very good and will be rated one on the horror scale. This movie is called Jigsaw.
This movie is part of a long trilogy called Saw. Jigsaw is ten years after Saw 3D. It describes how
the famous John Crammer was known as the Jigsaw killer. He kills people who had done bad things to
people or to himself.
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Religious School with Honors Word Search
By: Jory Kaiserman
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Israel & Judaism Crossword
By Zeva Kaiserman
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Word Scramble
by Brooke Strumeyer
!
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